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ABVRACT

-Df the Yari_us apFroaztes to readini,- readiness which have been in-
troduced into th, kindergartens over the past 5.-; years. the one that

receives the n,-.-st emphasis today is the prereading skills apvroach. Al-

though not a -inified or codified Instruc,ional method, the avi.roach
centers cr. direct instruction in those a-kills which relate directly to

the reading vrccess or to learnihz: to read. Prereading skills are de-

fined ty logical analysis cf the reading task and by instructio.nal oon-

ventns. Fro an analysis of initial reading tasks, prerequisite

skills are identified. Then those skills which are found lacking in a

high percentae if chaldren at the tine they would encounter prereading
instruction are sele..-ted fcr in a prerealing program. by this

vrocedure at let three'svecifi: visual skills and at least two sound
skills have been identified by a number of studies. Conspicuously

missing from this list, however, are letter-name knowledge. fine-motor

perforimance, and visual discrImination of b:..ec.ts and shavesall skills

which ul:e assessed by povular readi:g readiness tests.
Children who enter kindergarten without all of the visual and

so-and prereading skills generally wi:1 not acquire the missing skills

through maturation, general readiness instruction, or by discovering

them on their own. Direct instruction in the specific skills seams

to be required to ensure mastery. Furthermore, since kill deficit

patterns are not predictable, individualized programs are required for

efficient instruction.
Based upon the prereading skills isolated b a four-year research

program, and instructional constraints resultingsfrom the IGE model, a

prereading skills program (PBS) was developed during the period 1970-

1974. After an initial tryout of materials and activities in three
kindergartens, a full-year program was developed and pilot tested in

14 classrooms. Using a variety of monitoring schemes, information was
obtained for a major revision of the program, which was done prior to

the 1972-73 school year. Follcw,ng a field test that year, plans were
made for further revisions and for c=mercial production.
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INTROOUCTION

THE EVOLUTION OF READING-READINESS

Several thousand years ago, reading was considered to be an uncom-
plicated task that centered primarily upon letters and their various
combinations. Consequently. neither reading readiness nor prereading
skills were considered issues among the Greeks, the Romans, the Ninoans.
the Etruscans, or any of the other ancient populations that exihihited-
the slightest traces of literacy. Plato, who recommended that instruc-
tion in reading and writing commence only at the age of ten, quotes
Socrates as saying:

Just as in learning to read, I said, we were satisfied when
we knew the letters of the alphabet, which are very fell'', in

all their recurring sizes and combinations; not slighting
them as unimportant whether they occupy a space large or
small, but everywhere eager to make them out; and not think-
ing ourselves perfect in the art of reading until we recog-
nize them wherever they are found [Plato, The Republic, III,
402A).

Huey, writing more than 1,200 years after the death of Plato, was
among the first to convince educators that learning to read required
more than a knowledge of the letters. Nevertheless, nearly twenty years
passed before concern for the proper preparation of children for reading
instruction was shown. "Reading readiness," a phrase that was first
given widespread exposure in the 1925 Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education, gave purpose to a kindergarten movement
whose rationale at that time was neither understood nor accepted by
school administrator:; (Weber, 1969, pp. 198f). But by the late 1920's
teaching children to read was seen as a serious and complex business,
and the enlistment of the kindergarten for readiness or even formal
reading instruction was readily welcomed.

Reading readiness developed first as an attempt., as recommended
by Thorndike, to croduce the appropriate predisposition for reading
and to purge those conditions that might interfere with this "proper
mental set." This concept was tempered by the maturational concepts
of the 1930's, particularly those of Gesell, which emphasized the
necessity for certain structural developments to occur before functional
changes could take place. The ready acceptance of maturational pre-
requisites was especially reflected in the ovi.tr-generalization of a

study by Morphett and Washburne (1931). This study concluded, on the
basis of a single instructional technique and a sample of upper- middle
class suburban children, that:
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PaEREADINCvAND READ116_

Prereading skills are defined by logical analysis of the reading
task and by instructional conventions (which, admittedly, are somewhat

arbitrary). If we selectethose tasks that characterize the first year
or so of reading instruction and then ask which skills are prerequisites

to the tasks that have been selected, the result will be a list of

prereading skills. Obviously, not everyone agrees' on what should occur
in the first year or so of reading instruction and not everyone agrees
on what the prerequisites are for any complex reading task, but this

simply yields competing skill sets, not competing approaches. If,

for example, we select sight-word recognition as one initial reading
task, then certain prerequisite skills are immediately identifiable,
including visual matching of letters and visual matching of letter

strings. We might extend this analysis to more primitive levels'and
thereby include the ability to direct and focus the eyes, concepts of
same and different for visual forms, the ability to attend to a visual

patternetc. Where this analysis is terminated must be based on a
knowledge of the age level for which the skills are being defined; that
is, upon observation of those skills that have already been mastered by

-the target population. ijowever, at the point where the skills defined

are so basic as to be prerequisites for almost all learning, we have

clearly gone beyond prereading.
In other words, we arrive at prereading skills by identifying a

complete set of initial reading tasks and then defining all of the
prerequisite skills for this set of tasks. Then, for a given popula-

tion of prereaders; those skills which all or almost all members of
the population have mastered are eliminated. Those that remain are

labeled "prereading skills" for purposes of instruction.
By this process we are forced to the conclusion that the inter,-

modal integration task investigated by Birch and Belmont (1964) is not
a prereading task becaUse it is not a prerequisite for any known in-

structional task or reading skill. At the same time we can eliminate

most of the Frostig motor control tasks (Frostig, 1963) because they

have already been mastered by almost all children at the level at which

they are typically introduced. The same considerations lead to aban-
doning phonemic discrimination tasks for almost all native speakers
of English, primarily because careful testing reveals that almost all
children enter kindergarten with well-developed discrimination ability.
Claims to the contrary are based on testing paradigms that are generally
not valid for one-pass testing of young children (Rudegeair & Kamil,

1970).
One might become highly skeptical of the procedure advocated here,

due to the apparent diversity in instructional methods. However, the

real differences in classroom tasks among the various so-called teaching

14.
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v r:::tliz.ition of a rule, inJonsistent with experimental data

orted by Venczky and Johns.::, (1973) for English letter -sound patterns.

In summary, the skills that may be adduced from an analysis of

decoding are (1) letter differentiation; (2) association of a sound with

a ,-;mbol (letter); (3) blending; (4) identification of a sound within

a word; and (5) sound matching within words. Of these skills, letter

differentiation has already been discussed and most children have al-

ready mitred art or the ability to associate sounds with letters p

to th,21r _ntry into kindergarten. Marsh and Sherman (1971) have demon

tnat 7;ntrary to the dicta of Bloomfield (1942) and Fries ,

(173), 1:in3crg_Irten children have little difficulty in pronouncing

individual snee,:h sounds in isolation.2 Venezky, Chapman, Seegal, Kamm,

and Leslie ,19-i) demonstrated that when an individual speech sound re-

rons is paircd with a picture of an object that ostensibly makes the

sound involved (e.g., a snake that says /s/), learning by kindergarteners

for series of such correspondences is extremely rapid and retention is

ex:udihgly high. However, this i rirectsely 'What is expected from the

on52rvation that preschoolers '!.ive'little difficulty in acquiring single

2c11 sound resonses in meaningful contexts, as for example, in

1,arni-,g the sounds that certain animals make.
The ouescion of whether to include symbol-sound learning as a

prereaiinr; is moot. Certainly it should be included in prepara-

tion for reading instruction which is heavily weighted towards letter-

issJI:iations, perhaps not otherwise. The remaining three skills

:.-eviously qualify as I rereading skills, although the fourth and

'if -skills might r.rofitably he collapsed into a single sound-matching

,An.41yzi_i_ccmplet.es the_ :der tlfi_o_ation of prereading skills

are the immediate prerequisites to initial reading. Conspicuously

-1-;Jing are, among others, letter-name knowledge, fine-motor performance,

discrimination of ublects and shapes--all skills that are

:romine-Itly featured in popular readiness programs and are assessed on

to iurdiz. reading-readiness tests (e.g., Metropolitan, Clymer-Barrett).

7n,r- ,!-.-ldence which shows that training in these skills

ga::' in r,?ading ,cores. Gates, Bond, and Russell (1939)

:rat at tne primary level the correlation of geometric form per-

:_:t.on re,dinq achievement was significantly lower than the cor-

relation of word perception with reading. Paradis (1974) reports a

series of studies which concluded that reading achievement at the pri-

mary level was little affected by discrimination training with non-

verbal stimuli, and Muehl (1960) found that kindergarten children who

.eoeived pretraining in visual discrimination of words performed better

"rnadina" ta.;k involving these same words than children who

received Ir7tralnina on different words or on geometric forms.

tt :r1;r,,; is ',>ntral the popular conception of reading

1
justifi_ation for this role his n,..'er been

to D.Jrr11 (1)5), ic:ttcr name:; are effctive media-

]ett,r Er,:;iti,..n which a cursory glance at the

.hr 1 r w, z--have narir"3
e 1 r lryi other,--,1, 0, 1, u,

-,,f,i; -;un! ty: 2mlly taught first in r,-sadng

ft,17- ,__,Jt-onant, 41, 13.'2), and for vowp15.,

-,rr, ,:,ond1:11 f tcr phonem_s In words

;
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programs. Of the remal---a :ixteen, nine are composed of a consonant-

vowel structure whil, are vowel-consonant (e.g., f, 1, m, n).

This means that 40 pe of the letter names are not useable as sound
mediators and the remaining 60 percent must be differentiated according
to where the mediated sound occurs. There are, as most reading teachers
know, more effective approaches to teaching letter sounds. It should
also be pointed out that there is no evidence which shows that instruc-
tion in letter naming improves reading achievement. (In all fairness to

Sesame Street and other programs which emphasize letter naming, it
should be noted that there is some redeeming value to letter names.
They arc convenient labels for talking about the letters, and their
vocal declaration by the child, especially in an approximation of the
approved ordering, is often sufficient proof to parents of the efficacy
and good intentions of the school system.)

Fine-motor, training is in the same position as letter naming; it
possesses neither a strong logical connection to reading nor an experi-
mental justification. On the contrary, attempts to affect initial
reading skills- through fine-motor training have failed, both with alpha-
betic materials (Pryzwansky, 1972) and nonalphabetic materials (Cohen,
1967; Rosen, 1966).

That some of these skills (or ones rejected earlier such as ocular-
motor control) show high correlations with reading achievement is not
a sufficient condition for their classification as prereading skills.
The cost of the automobile which a child's parents drives also correlates
highly with reading achievement, but it would be absurd to claim that
giving expensive cars to parents will improve their children's reading
scor The identification of prereading skills is based upon logical

--ahalysrs-and-upon -the effect which s'kilt instruction has on iater reaming-
achievement. This measure must be applied with caution, however, in
that what is taught is often more than a single skill, no matter how
carefully designed the instructional materials might be.

THE NECESSITY FOR PREREADING INSTRUCTION

One response to the preceding skill derivation discussion could
be to accept the relationship between the prereading skills just de-
fined and reading, but to deny that instruction in them, especially at
the kindergarten level, can have'a major effect. Strict maturational
theories (e.g., Benda, 1954) h d that development is primarily bio-
logical and cannot be interferred with through instruction. Another
response might be to claim that all of the skills. just named can be
derived from universally innate potentialities which can be developed
only through guided discovery. Neither argument can or should be
totally refuted. There is evidence for both maturational and higher
lcvel cJqnitive factors in learning to read, but the more important
evidence r,.ated to prereading and initial reading pointstaway from
tn.-._,i variables.

In A ,tudy whir:h my colleagues and I recently completed (Venezky,
1474) 54 kindergarten children were tested at the beginning and
n1 of the !_,chr)-)1 year on four prereading skills: (1) attending to

1 ttit- orl,r, (2) attending to letter orientation; (3) attendil-Ki_to

1



lefail; and (4) sounl mat.±int'. ol the,e 011 run

LVL ieneral r,adines:, activities. When the children entered k-nlic-
:larten, the number, across the two group's, who showed mastery of the

1, varied from 1.5 rcent (sound mat-...ning) t 1l pLr:ent trlenta-

ti,n). These entr,: data demonstrat_ that, within the limitd.ti-n_ t tne

.an.truments and suL]ect population used, these partb_ulgr skills -le
lacing in children when toe'.' -nter kindergar ten.

By toe end of the school year, '7.5 percent of the skill failures IIP

:2- z,h11- Y.),4raM group had changed to ',kill ,-lastery. For toe .ontrul

:r-cal, only 30.1 percent of the failures had been hangei to 1-lastery;

sLmificance of these figures is not :-Iggested an the tffies,y ot
the skill-ariented instr_lctior, but In the low level ot n,,tery an tilt

totiol Tr(_ub; that is, in the lick of any g reci:uJ fft Ira,'

r-latJrationor general readile,, instru tion.

The ar:amLnt advanced here i that iniLaI 2' u,t.11[, !

_21:11tie load when compared to n ad ins f-r _ p-nsion

1, : T7a]or factor, ci to loglcal-matnemarical ahilitif,-, Ind tr,at Ert:-

,iding skills are basically attentional-infk_)rmati.,nal. hates In sup-

ot., of tnis ,osition can be found 1nt udins of Ic dOd readi:g (e.g.,
1921) :,hich chow that the t-elationsnif betweer 12 and reading

increases 4itn increased readin; level. Furtht_imore, teachere will

.sarlly in7.1aJle a child with an I; to =i5 in a regular inttb-il

rading class, nut will not ine'ide is one child in a regalar

:t a higher grade level.
The second tyl_e of u1 neon for this po,aitio,a is found in atte)%it'-,

tD iniuce :ThildrLn to discover brereading or early reading skills.
-lineman (1964), Gibson, f.arLer, and Shipela (1967) , and Jeffrey: and

-t,--111-ueit-t-(17?--repnrt witn five- 1nl-ixr-nlf-1
mildren in inducing discovery of si_ecific visual-aLodsti-11-relation-
hips, lut were considerably more cucccwsful when the relationship-

%ere made explicit. (Silverman [1964] and Jeffreys and Samuels [1967]
tested transfer of letter-sound associations; Gibson, Farber, and Shipela
1967] were concerned with letter order as a variable in the abstrac-

1on of pel ling patterns.) Similarly, Caldwell and Hall (196D) and

hill and Caldwell (1970) found that attention alon: was not s'iffiLient
for tea,:ninq young children tJ discriminate between rotations and

reversals of cieometric forms. The essential element in these 'tudi-

,as mar:ing explicit the alropliate concept of "same" and "different."

:imilar conclusions can he drawn from word recognition studies by
t-to and Pizillo (1970) and McCutcheon and McDowell (1969) . In

ummarizing these studies, Koenler (1971, p. 2) reports that kinder-

garten and first-grade :rildron "will attend to and encode only the

-ues required to minimally distinguish words during word acrpiisition."

In other words, the strategies adopted for word recognition den iV'c
lirei:tly from the contrastiveness of the words which the child 1 ;

initially trained on--a re cult which, in part, accounts for the initial

letter ,trategy mentioned earlier.
Anotner approach to evalua'inq the maturational and innate poten-

tial theories is to inspect the pattern'; of prereading
if ;rereading skl1s were ;imply different surface manifestation- f a

'Ind,,r1-,ing factor, we would tend to find an a11-,:r-nothine di,-

cihurion of ,11.1. deficits; but data rei(rted 1.7 '_nrbt-,11, (I '71) t-t

41ve ;rereading -;k111 , by 11,t kindergaittner show i wide

;ier',1on of matety/non-mtastere pattern,.
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SUMMARY

In summary, the prereading skills approach, which emphasizes direct

explicit instruction in skills directly tied to learnir; to read, is

based first upon a logical analysis of the initial reading task; second,

upon experimental data derived from different Attempts to teach particular

prerelding skills; and, in particular, from data which show that many

chilc n do not acquire prereading skills without explicit instruction

in them. Skills which are logical prerequisites for initial reading

skills are candidates for prereading instruction, but they are not

selected until it is shown that a sufficient number of prereaders lack

them to justify their inclusion in an instructional program. It should

be noticed that the processes just mentioned make minimal use of

statistical correlation and of instruction per se for the identifica-

tion of specific skills. Predictive studies, which are of questionable

value for any classroom application, may be suggestive of skills for

further analysis, but by themselves are often incomplete and misleading,

due to their penchant for numerical potency over logical relationships.

As Edmund Gordon (1965) noted, correlational studies offer no guide-

lines for instruction, and may lead to spurious statistical bases for

popular mytholc_ Similarly, to champion a particular skill because

instruction in it produces an increase in some reading ability, such

as, for example, word recognition, is also unacceptable, unless the

process of instruction is so carefully decomposed so as to show pre-

cisely what was taught. Instruction can be a valuable checki-however,

on skills selected by other means. .

The_oonclualoria_reach -1 here _contrast_ noticeably wl,th the preschool

models derived from the work of Piaget, and potentiallyiwith those of

the language remediation school. Furth and Wach (1974) for example,

who represent one of many differing attempts to translate Piaget's

generalizations into instruction, Insist that children should discover

Aluditory skills themselves.

Group instructors should allow the children's auditory

thinking skills to develop naturally in response to games;
they should never give the "right" answer-when the games
involve a nonsense language, the children are expected to

discover the code themselves [174f].

While the interpretations of "discovery" might vary, the implication of

this statement is-directly opposed to the results of the studies cited

earlier which failed to induce mastery of related skills through dis-

covery techniques. To my knowledge, no experimental evidence has been

produced which justifies the discovery approach to prereading skills at

the kindergarten level.
Language remediation approaches to reading readins, (Stern, 1968;

Bereiter Engelmann, 1966) are compatible with the arproach dir,cu5sed

here to tho extent that lacgu,ige defic]ts can hy ,shown to interfere

with tne acquisition of preroading skill', and therefor define prere-

quisite.; to the prereading ,kills therrc,edve,. but =crc language skill',

included in language remediation prr)gram,, including 0:,pecially phonemic

discrimination, have not been -shown try valid experimental mt_aw, to be

lacking in the subject population, for which the',e programs WQI(.2 dwz,-Igned.
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There is an obvious limitation to the prereading skill approach as
a total model for child development; but it does not pretend to be one.
Instead, it concentrates only on those skills which relate directly to
learning to read, and leaves such skills as motor development and socializa-
tion to other programs and other approaches.

There is a more serious limitation, however, to the evidence we
have in favor of the prereading skill approach, caused by a dependence
upon short-term studies and paradigms which produce immediately observable
effects. Piaget's concern, in contrast, is with continual, long-term
development and it may not receive fair evaluation when assessed on the
basis of its ability to show quick results. To resolve this issue, we
will need to wait until some of the mere recently developed programs for
teaching prereading skills have been in use long enough to assess their
contribution to reading instruction.



III

DESIGN OF PREREADING SKILLS INSTRUCTION

To propose that certain skills are necessary prerequisites for
learning to read, and to establish a need for instruction In such skills
is for the most part a matter of composition and salesmanship. Some of
the supporting data for these notions have been available for the last
decade, and the ideas themselves have been around since the 1930's.
Gates, Bond, and Russell were headed in this direction when they wrote:
"The most useful reading readiness tests are tests of ability clearly
involved in learning to read [1939, p. 29]." Nevertheless, a proper
respect for the complexity of child development, of learning, of in-
struction, and of the reading task itself leads us to require suffi-
ciently more evidence for the efficacy of prereading skills instruction
than is presented or implied in tuts paper so far. In particular, in-
structional procedures need to be designed, tested, and shown to produce
better results than other approaches to reading readiness. The first
part of this requirement is the concern of this section; some of the
problems encountered in implementing the second part--that is, program
evaluation--are discussed in the final section. In particular, this
section will present the results of almost five years of experiences
in developing and testing a kindergarten level prereading skills pro-

__ - gram. The purpose -in -presenting- this-endeavor is not-,--howeVer, tO

justify or promote the program itself, but to exemplify the enormous
chasm between idea and object and between research and development.

BACKGROUND

The-program described here, called PPS for short,
3
was developed

at the Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning
between 1970 and 1974, and was based initially on prereading and early
reading studies done by Robert Calfee, Robin Chapman, and myself (see,
for example, Calfee, Chapman, & Venezky 1972, and Venezky & Chapman 1970).
Our initial goals were to develop instructional procedures based on the
IC-4E model (Klausmeier, in press) for a limited group of prereading
skills. Over the development and testing period, however, several
other goals or constraints were adopted, based upon classroom experiences.
Most of these required decisions which for the most part could not be
drawn from the prereading. approach or from experimental data. These
constraints we/e:

The lead authors of PRS are Susan Pittelman and Marga Kamm. Ron Leslie
was responsible for the dtagnost/c tests contained in th6 program while
Jane Seegal and Susan Chicone were contributing authors. The present
writer was program chrector.

5
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1. Attention to individual needs. As specified by the IGE
model, children should receive instruction only where they

need it. This implies that the teacher be provided with
diagnostic techniques for determining skill needs, and
with a scheduling and management scheme that allows the
teacher to plan and implement instruction according to
individual needs.

2. Variation in instruction grouping. The traditional class-

room uses whole-class grouping for most instruction; pro-
grammed instruction relies almost exclusively upon indivi-

dual instruction. As a steady diet neither extreme is
healthy for children or efficient for individualization.
(It should be noted, also, that programmed instruction,
although doled out in individual portions, is not necessarily
individualized instruction. In general, all children, re-

gardless of their needs, follow the main aourse of the
program. Branching for further help on particular questions
is in no way equivalent to tailoring instruction to specific
skill deficits.)
For preparation for reading instruction, a variety of
instructional groupings are required, ranging from whole
class (or unit) to individual.' Emphasis on small groups,
however, seems appropriate for, the kindergarten level

where socialization remains a major goal.

3. Compatibility with a kindergarten philosophy. The kinder-

garten philosophy which we find most agreeable is one which
emphasizes development of the whole child within an open

and accommodating environment. We do not view the kinder-

garten as an appropriate level for.hard-core instruction
in academic matters, at least for most children. It is

important, therefore, that instruction in prereading skills
not use a major portion of the kindergarten day, and that
instruction be based on songs, games, stories, and other
kindergarten-level activities which low a learning-by-

doing approach. Where possible, the children should be
led to discover relationships on their own. However, this

approach must be tempered according to the arbitrariness
and complexity 'of the task (as discussed above) and by the
capabilities and learning styles of the child.

4, Development of a positive attitude towards reading. As a

complement to our skill-mastery goals, we also wanted to
create-a positive attitude for learning to read. Learning
the prereading skills, therefore, has to be enjoyable for
thg_children; in addition they should experience success
as often as possible so that they feel that they can learn

to read.4 Associated with this goal is the desire to pro-
vide continual exposure to the vocabulary, processes, and
paraphernalia of reading instruction--including worksheets,
tests, letters, and words.

4There is an obvious danger to this as pointed out by Entwisle (1974). The

child who receives continual positive reinforcement even though he or she

is operating far below the class average, must eventually be confronted with

the fact that he or she has failed.
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5. Minimal teacher preparation. Individualizing instruction,
especially for a teacher who has 35 children in a class
and no aide, is difficult. To require this teacher to
participate in extensive preservice/inservice training and
to do extensive preparation for each lesson would doom any
program to failure. Therefore, the program had to be
designed for use without an inservice session and with at
most a half-day preservice session. It had to contain all
of the materials required for instruction: schedules,

teacher guides, and all instructional materials, in addi-
tion to the diagnostic instruments and management system.

SELECTION OF SKILLS

The selection of skills for instruction was based on both the
importance which we attributed to each skill and the instructional
procedures which we adopted. In the program itself, five skills are
emphasized and a diagnostic test (criterion referenced) is provided
for each. These skills are (1) attending to letter order; (2) attending

to letter orientation; (3) attending to word detail; (4) sound matching;

and -(5) sound blending. However, in teaching these skills several
other skills--especially acoustical ones--are taught. For example,
sound-matching activities are based on picture-sound associations which
are taught in groups of four through songs, games, and stories. The

set of- these- -uoillain pictures .-of an angry-car 1/t71--,-- a-surprised

boy (/o/), a snake (/s/),and a child eating cake,( /m/). These are
learned vein rapidly by children of all SES levels and retained with
minimal reinfn'esment through at least the school year. Once learned,
they become.: Ft mechanism not only for talking about sounds ("Listen
for the sound that the mad cat makes."), but for self-corrective
small-group and individual games. In sorting games for initial
sounds, for example, children will sort pictures of common objects
into piles according to their initial sounds. The piles for each are

marked by the appropriate sound picture, and in addition the sound
picture for each object's beginning sound is printed on the reverse

side of the object's picture. Once the cards are sorted, they are
turned over and checked. Similarly, letter-sound associations are

introduced as a basis for blending'. They are taught first in associa-
tion with their corresponding sound pictures, but the sound-pictures
are quickly faded out. Other skills that are taught include rhyming
(which is used t6'introduce sound matching in word-final position)
and same-different as an introduction to visual matching skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

The design of instructional procedures was one-of the most difficult
develowentaractivities, and the one which revealed most clearly the

5
InterKation7.1 phonetic Alphabet (IPA) symbols are used here.
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inadequacy of present-day experimental procedures as aids to instruc-

tional design. The most common paradigm for exploring children's
skill capabilities is the training-transfer design. Typically,

children are introduced to a task through demonstration and then,
using one of several common paradigms, they are given a number of

training trials. Those children who reach criterion on the training
task (and occasionally, even those who do not) are then given a

test which generally utilizes the same paradigm employed for training,

but uses new materials. From the results, far-reaching conclusions
are usually drawn concerning the age levels at which children

develop some particular skill that is assumed to underlie the experi-

mental materials and procedures.
Exactly what can be concluded from such studies beyond the exact

materials, paradigms, and subjects iriv'lved is not clear. One con-

clusion which should not be made in such a situation is that the
skills involved cannot be taught to children who are the same age as
those children who failed to master the task. A good part of

present -day child development research is being spent in disproving

the limitations on learning which have been incorrectly assumed from

such studies. A major part of our design efforts, especially for
sound skills, was spent in demonstrating that certain skills could,

with sufficient effort, be taught to kindergarten children (see
Venezky et al,, 1971).

A second and perhaps more serious limitation to the experimental

work of the past two deCades on prereading skills is its lack of
concern for sustained learning in a classroom setting. Most of
what-we-kTicmLabohut-the-aGq-u-i-s-in,c1 _brereadrng skills derives from

brief training and testing paradigms in which an experimenter inter-

acts with one child at a time. Yet the design de,isions which must
be made in the development of an individualized program relate to
sustained learning which takes place over the entire school year and
in a variety of instructional groupings- -the least frequent of which

is the one teacher/one child situation. Questions,of optimal group

sizes, amounts of repetition and reinforcement, sequencing of in-

structional activities, and a multitude of other design problems
cannot be resolved on the basis of the last 90 years of psychological

and educational research and probably will not be resolvable on the

basis pf the next decade's work unless radical changes are made in

experimental methodology.
In the design of the program discussed here, emphasis was placed

on drawing the child's attention to the features which were important

for a particular task, and in giving him strategies for carrying out

the more complicated procedures. For order and orientation, for
example, the notion of direction is introduced, using an arrow which
children learn to manipulate and follow in a variety of activities.
The arrow then becomes a prop for determining whether or not two

letters (e.g. b-b or _b -d) point in the same direction or if two
letter sequences (e.g., ab-ab_or ab-tom} have the same order. Activities

arc sequenced from easy to difficult, and wherever possible, from

concrete to abstract. For each ,A171, activitieq were designed t,)
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incorpotate a variety of different paradigms. As an example of the
.,,trategie,q and materials used for instruction, an outline is given below

for teaching children to attend to letter order.

A. Visual Preliminaries. Prior to introducing letter order,
12 regular lessons6 are devoted to the basic concepts,
materials, and strategies used to teach the three visual

skills. These include judging (same-different and set
matching), checking (using a plastic overlay to deter-
mine if a correct match has been made), attending
(using a memory game), marking (worksheets), and
direction. For children who have difficulties with
preliminaries, three optional extra help days are in-
dicated in the schedule.

B. Order I and II. Instruction in letter order is divided
into two segments which are separated by letter orienta-
tion and word detail activities. Children who do excep-
tiona;.ly well on the va,ual preliminary worksheets

should be pretested on order. T,,,:ting for those who do

order activities take place at the end of either

segment. Children who show mastery at the end of
Segment I do not in general do the activities in Seg-
ment II. Order I contains 13 lessons, and Order II,

12 lessons. The combined activities include five
regular small-group games, two extra-help small-group
games, two take -home games, eight worksheets, and
eleven whole-class activities. These activities are
sequenced in such a way as to allow different small-
group games to be played during the same lesson.
During such sessions the teacher and aide, if avail-
able, go from group to group informally assessing each
child. These assessments are indicated on each child's
edge-notch card and are used for deciding what a child
should do in subsequent lessons. The small-group
game's are played in groups of either two or four and

include: (i) two versions of lotto (with two-letter
and three-letter items); (2) pick-a-pair (finding a

match for two letters on a card); (3) dominoes? (two-

letter items); and (4) word twins (a same-different

card game, using cards which have two, three-letter
strings each.) In all of these games, the main
distractors are prder reversals. The take-home games
Ave lotto-Like games .which are constructed and used in

Class, and then taken home with program supplied
letters which explain' the games to parents.

The practde sheets contain matching against a
.ample items, lth either two or three alternatives, and
either two or three letters per alternative. (But length

J! constant within an item.

A les-ion lAsually a -,ing]e, 20-minute sus ion. Typically, three to

five le ;sons, are given each work, alternating viyual and sound activities.

Dominoes is also played by a single child.
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C. Review.- Sound and visual skills are taught in parallel,
Using separate schedules and separate lessons. Once
the visual skills are completed, however, the two skill
areas are combined to teach letter-sound correspondences
and blending. Review lessons for visual skills are
interspersed throughoLL the combined schedule, and
include for the most part worksheets which utilize match-
ing formats found in- reading readiness tests and intro-

ductory reading materials.

The instructional procedures for order and for the other skills
taught in the program evolved through almost five years of tryouts, pilot
tests, and field tests. In the research phase of this project, which
covered four years, diagnostic instruments were developed for assessing
particular skills, and some experience was gained in teaching certain
less complicated skills, such as relating sounds to pictures. Beginning

in the 1970-71 school year, instructional tasks were designed and tried
out in three cooperating kindergarten classes by our experimenters and

by the teachers. After extensive feedback from the teachers--and the
hiring of one as a full-time staff member--a complete, year-long program
was designed and produced in the summer of 1971 and pilut tested in 14

classrooms during the 1971-72 school year.
Pilot-test teachers answered questionnaires, were observed frequently

in the classroom, and participated in several feedback sessions during
and after the school year.

On the basis of the 1971-72 data, another major revision was made
during the 1972 summer, and field tested in 22 classrooms in Illinois,

------WThconiin, and-Minnesota in 33'7-2-13. In addition, one theMber of-oUr staff

taught the program in a cooperating classroom. Using, the same feedback

techniques as in 1971-72, data were collected for further revisions for
the 1973-74 school year, when a final tryout was done. In parallel with

the 1973-74 tryout, specifications for the commercial version were
drafted for Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation, which had
been awarded the contract for commercial production and dissemination.
During the 1974-75 school year different staff-training techniques were
tested in about 65 classrooms in 7 different states from New England to
California, using the commercial version of the program.

By the end of the 1974-75 school year alMost 7,000 children will
have participated in one way or another in the development of the pro-
gnaZ.......-MOre than 1,200 hours will have been spent in discussing program
characteristics with pilot- and Tield-test teachers, and more than 1,000
mail questionnaires will have been returned in their stamped and self-__ _
addressed envelopes.

-What was most evident throughout this work was the number of deci-
sions that had to be made for which supporting data were not obtainable
within our budget and time lines. These decisions ranged from the
amount of review required for skill maintenance following mastery to
the placement of the component number on a practice sheet. Most of these
matters were resolved through tra9i and error, but this is a luxury which

few programs can afford.
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IV

EVALUATION

Several types of evaluation studies have been carried out during
program development and are reported in Wisconsin Research and Develop-
ment Technical Reports (Venezky et al., 1971; Kamm, Zajano, Hubbard, &
Pittelman, 1974). More recent studies have examined the effectiveness
of the program in teaching the program objectives, retention of skills
from end of kindergarten to beginning of grade one, and relationship of
prereading skill mastery to standardiied reading readiness scores.
The results of these studies (Venezky, in press), while giving justi-
fication to the'prereading skill approach and to the program itself,
are based upon field-test versions and are too limited in scope to
represent a definitive statement of program effectiveness. There are,
furthermore, evaluation issues which need to be resolved before an ade-
ci

al

tiate evaluation of this (or any other) program can be made. though
a full discussion of these is not appropriate here, a brief s lling
should be sufficient to give a flavoring of the problems involved.

.4
1. The objective of any prereading program is to improve

reading achievement. However, to assess'reading ability
at the end of, for example, grade oneas a measure of
effectiveness for a kindergarten program is to confuse
program goals with.the assumptions upon which the program
is based. Program goals_ relate to those thing for which__
the program provides instruction: prereading skills,
attitudes, etc. The assumption upon which such programs
are constructed is that mastery of certain skills will
lead to success in learning to read. Consequently,
separate evaluations must be made of the assumptions
upon which a prograth is/based and of how well the program
meets its immediate goals.

2. Improving the readiness of children for reading might
lead to no significant increase in average reading scores
in a class, but instead might allow the teacher to achieve'
a desired goal with less time, effort, and resources than
were forrerly required. These savings cAlil then be applied
to instruction in other subjects. It is conceivable,
therefore, that a good- prereading program might-havea
greater effect upon Grade 1 math scores than Grade 11
reading scores.

3. Teachers generally choose their reading programs siX to
eight months prior to the time they plan to use the.
If, due to a prereading program, children come tojirst
grade far more prepared for reading instruction/than in
former years, the teacher might not be ready tot take
advantage of the children's advanCed preparation. Some

21
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teachers will require considerable proof befor'e they will

be convinced that the children are in fact significantly

different. Henbe, there might be a lag of one to.two,

years before the first grade reading program is a,dapted

to the new entry level abilities.

4. Programs don't teach, teachers do. Therefore, the evalu4-

tion of a program must be an evaluation of what the program

does for the teacher, and only indirectly what it does for

the students. Implied here is an assessment of changp in
teacher attitude, utilization of l'esources, and capabili-

ties for diagnosis and instruction:. A program is one of

many resources which a, teacher can utilize to reach a

desired goal. Lt is not like a railroad engine that the
engineer controls - -today by push buttons--along a fixed

course, according to a'fixed time table; a program is

more like the blades, creams, powders, and instruction

which are provided for the training and use of barbers.
We can improve the accouterments of the trade endlessly,
but the end producf will still result from the skill of the

barber himself.

These are some, but not all of the problems involved in evaluating

a prereading program. They are hot insurmountable, but they require
serious attention to the goals, resources, and procedures of instruc-

tion.
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V

CONCLUSIONS

I have already indicated a number of areas which require further
ccnsideration in the study and instruction of prereadirg skills. Let

me conclude by summarizing them briefly.

1 Thi. justification for the :rereading skills approach
to reading-readiness rests upon logic and upon a

limited experimental base. Long-term leariing effects

need to be attended to and, the viability of discovery
techniques within an'expanded time scale need to be

explored. Short-term achievements may not lead to
long-term learning; in fact, it is conceivable that
short-term failule through one type of instruction may
have a more positiv.e long-term infl ance than short-
ter success through another.

2 A methodology for studying sustained learning in an
instructional setting_ must be developed. Piaget (1965),

borrowing from Claparere, has advocated a technique
called 'instructional pedagogy" for investigating
learning in situ. This approach is based-on the mani-
pulation of specific components of an instructional
program, with measurement of marginal gain or loss.
Whether we pursue this suggestion, or some other, I
see no escape from the necessity to develop experimental
procedures which use the on-going classroom in place of
the departmental laboratory.

3. Finally, evaluation of instructional programs recmires a
scber assessment of the influence of schooling. At

*present we have little-capbility for identifying and
measuring the relative effects of physical resources,
teachers, programs, and parentage on learning. Without
knowing the contribution of each, we have no justifica-
tion for using achievement scores for evaluating programs.

'5
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